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A new era in room
management



What is BrightBooking?

BrightBooking is an online platform, which makes it easy to search and 

book an available and suitable Meetingroom.For example: a consultation 

with a colleague, team meetings, Brainstormsessions at the Head office 

or a demonstration in the showroom. The automated intergration with 

Exchange, Outlook and / or Office 365 application ensures maximum 

efficiency. Each room is equiped with an interactive display for even more 

functionalities.

Accessible, always and anywhere

Quick and easy searching and booking

Reservations synchronize with your own calendar

No More double bookings

Direct overview of the room’s status

No searching through the building anymore

Advantages of BrightBooking

No more interruptions during a meeting

Handy wayfinders shows all rooms and locations



Usability
Simplicity, speed and consistency are the characteristics of 

BrightBooking. Search and book with the app, web portal, the 

room displays or even through your personal calendar. Enter your 

preferences and BrightBooking shows you the possibilities instantly. 

Fill intergration
BrightBooking perfectly integrates with your current applications 

such as Exchange, Outlook and / or Office 365. Reservations are not 

just in the calendar of the room as regards, but even in your personal 

calendar. A unique feature of BrightBooking.

Safely guaranteed
BrightBooking is a fully secure managed platform from our ISO27001 

certified data center.

Easy installation
BrightBooking is easy to install through the Quick Installation Guide, 

as BrightBooking does not require a complex software installation. 

We will do it for you otherwise!

BRIGHTBOOKING PORTAL

The core of the software

Search, book and meet



It’s your own assistant, which you have with you at all time.

Do you need to check which rooms are still available from the train? Booking a room while 

you are at home? Need to extend for half an hour during the meeting?

With the BrightBooking app you deal with it straightaway.

Thanks to its unique app, BrightBooking is always near-at-
BRIGHTBOOKING APP

Your personal assistant

Everywhere and always



BRIGHTBOOKING ROOM DISPLAY

An interactive screen that hangs 
at the rooms

Available or occupied
You can instantly see on the screen or by the color of the LED lights * if 

the room is available (green) or occupied (red).

No more interruptions
The room display shows for how long the room is reserved. Thus, no one 

needs to disturb anyone during a meeting.

Half an hour-session
Sometimes you have to discuss something ad hoc. By pressing only one 

button you can set an available room for half an hour. 

Extend or stop earlier
Do you need more time for the meeting? Or finished early? No problem, 

extend (if possible of course) or stop your reservation within a few 

seconds.

Report room issues
Solve issues before they become problems, get messages when 

equipment is out of order. With a simple step, employees can report 

problems from the display right away, so you can solve. 

Meeting has never been so easy

*Depending on the display model.



BRIGHTBOOKING WAYFINDER

Avoid searches through the building

Welcome your customers, guests and staff with a 

professional overview screen and put an end to people 

walking and searching where to go.

Through the BrightBooking WayFinder, you can see 

immediately where the rooms are located in the 

building and what reservations are scheduled.

#Featured
Maximum efficiency with minimal effort

BrightBooking puts your reservation not only in 

the calendar of the room, but also on your own 

calendar. And, of course, that of all the other 

participants.

The most complete room management solution!



Huddle-what? Huddle, a term that is upcoming within organizations. Huddle means ‘a small private congress or 

meeting’. Huddle rooms are rooms that are perfect for small, fast, productive meetings of around 6 participants 

or less.

The trend

Where larger meeting rooms and boardrooms always get the 

most attention when booking and also when installing audiovisual 

equipment, interest in huddle rooms is increasing significantly. The 

expectation is that millions of existing rooms will be transformed into 

huddle rooms in the coming years. And this trend is also visible in the 

Netherlands.

Conclusion:
The explosive rise of huddle rooms creates an automatic demand for a good room management solution. 
Otherwise, these rooms will not be used effectively and efficiently and will lose their added value. BrightBooking 
is such a solution that makes searching and booking a room very easy and you get the most from all your rooms.

Average time that a traditional meeting 
room is NOT  filled to capacity.

Averige time that a  traditional meer room 
stands empty.90% 65%

Surface of an average 
huddle room

Surface of an average 
boardroom

10m2

30m2

• Want use their existing rooms more effectively

• Need smaller rooms for short, quick meetings

• Want to use rooms for its easy of use and simplicity

• Want to meet today’s collaborative needs

Research shows that organizations: 

Source: Wainhouse & omegadigital.co.za

A huddle room is 80% cheaper than a boardroom

THE ARRIVAL OF THE HUDDLE ROOM

Practice



Specially developed for search and reservation of available and suitable rooms.

An intuitive, user-friendly interface, key features and a modern design ensure you get the 

most out of your rooms.

A perfect solution for huddle rooms, meeting rooms, boardrooms and showrooms.

The ultimate must-have room management solution


